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Faces are salient social stimuli whose features attract a stereotypical pattern of fixations. The implications of this gaze behavior for
perception and brain activity are largely unknown.Here, we characterize and quantify a retinotopic bias implied by typical gaze behavior
toward faces, which leads to eyes and mouth appearing most often in the upper and lower visual field, respectively. We found that the
adult human visual system is tuned to these contingencies. In two recognition experiments, recognition performance for isolated face
parts was better when they were presented at typical, rather than reversed, visual field locations. The recognition cost of reversed
locations was equal to60% of that for whole face inversion in the same sample. Similarly, an fMRI experiment showed that patterns of
activity evoked by eye andmouth stimuli in the right inferior occipital gyrus could be separated with significantly higher accuracy when
these featureswerepresentedat typical, rather than reversed, visual field locations.Our findingsdemonstrate thathuman faceperception
is determined not only by the local position of features within a face context, but by whether features appear at the typical retinotopic
location given normal gaze behavior. Such location sensitivity may reflect fine-tuning of category-specific visual processing to retinal
input statistics. Our findings further suggest that retinotopic heterogeneity might play a role for face inversion effects and for the
understanding of conditions affecting gaze behavior toward faces, such as autism spectrum disorders and congenital prosopagnosia.
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Introduction
Traditionally, visual object recognition is described as a location-
invariant process, relying on neurons of the inferior temporal
cortex that prefer objects of a particular category while being
largely insensitive to stimulus position (Riesenhuber and Poggio,
1999). However, accumulating evidence points to a role for stim-
ulus location in object perception (Afraz et al., 2010) and object
selective areas of visual cortex (Kravitz et al., 2008, 2010; Schwar-
zlose et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2010; Kay et al., 2015; Silson et al.,
2015). Activity in human object-selective cortex exhibits a link
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Significance Statement
Faces attract our attention and trigger stereotypical patterns of visual fixations, concentrating on inner features, like eyes and mouth.
Here we show that the visual system represents face features better when they are shown at retinal positions where they typically fall
during natural vision.When facial features were shown at typical (rather than reversed) visual field locations, they were discriminated
better by humans and could be decodedwith higher accuracy from brain activity patterns in the right occipital face area. This suggests
that brain representations of face features do not cover the visual field uniformly. It may help us understand the well-known face-
inversion effect and conditions affecting gaze behavior toward faces, such as prosopagnosia and autism spectrumdisorders.
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between eccentricity and category preferences (Hasson et al.,
2002; Konkle and Oliva, 2012) as well as a spatial preference for
face and body halves appearing at their typical, contralateral side
of the visual field (Chan et al., 2010). In macaques, cells of the
posterior lateral face patch show a preference for stimuli depict-
ing the contralateral eye as well as for the contralateral upper
visual field quadrant (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012). This raises the
question whether tuning for facial features and for location are
more generally matched to each other. Specifically, does such a
match extend to facial features other than the eye, is it found in
humans and does it have perceptual relevance?
Face perception is an important example of category-specific
visual processing in the human visual system. Especially the eye
and mouth regions are important for face recognition and cate-
gorization, as well as for neural responses to faces (e.g., Smith et
al., 2004, 2009). Moreover, recognition of faces and face features
is determined by the relative arrangement of features within a
face context (e.g., Tanaka and Farah, 1993; Tanaka and Sengco,
1997; Maurer et al., 2002). However, it is an open question
whether face perception is tuned to absolute, retinotopic feature
locations. Importantly, human observers show a stereotypical
pattern of gaze behavior toward faces. Typically, first fixations
land on the central upper nose region, just below the eyes (Hsiao
and Cottrell, 2008; Peterson and Eckstein, 2012), and subsequent
fixations remain restricted to inner features (e.g., van Belle et al.,
2010; Vo˜ et al., 2012). This pattern of gaze behavior implies a
retinotopic bias: eyes will appear more often in the upper than
lower visual field and vice versa for mouths. Recent evidence
suggests amap-like organization of face feature preferences in the
occipital face area (Henriksson et al., 2015). This result has been
interpreted to stem from typical gaze behavior: A retinotopic
cortical proto-map might acquire tuning to eyes, mouths, and
other face features in the positions most frequently exposed to
these features, forming a “faciotopic” map (Henriksson et al.,
2015; van den Hurk et al., 2015).
Here, we explicitly quantified the retinotopic bias and found
that recognition and neural processing of facial features is tuned
to canonical visual field locations. Tracking the gaze of observers
freely viewing faces we found that, for most fixations, eyes and
mouths appeared in the upper and lower visual field, respectively.
Crucially, recognition performance for individuating isolated eye
and mouth images showed a strong feature  location interac-
tion. Observers performed significantly better when features
were presented at typical visual field locations. An independent
recognition experiment replicated this effect in a larger sample
and showed that the recognition cost of reversing feature loca-
tions, summed across eyes and mouth, amounted to 60%–80%
of the effect size for whole face inversion. Finally, in an fMRI
experiment, we probed the ability to decode eye- versus mouth-
evoked patterns of activity from face-sensitive areas of the ventral
stream. Decoding yielded significantly higher accuracies for typ-
ical rather than reversed visual field locations in right inferior
occipital gyrus (IOG). This suggests that feature and location
tuning of the underlying neural populations may be matched.
Materials andMethods
Gaze experiment
Participants. Fourteen healthy participants from the University College
London (UCL) participant pool took part in the gaze experiment (age
21–60 years, mean 39 years, SD 14.01 years; 9 females). All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were right-handed. Each
participant provided written informed consent, and the experiments
were approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.
Stimuli. A set of 24 grayscale frontal photographs of faces with neutral
expression was taken from an online face database (Minear and Park,
2004) (http://agingmind.utdallas.edu/facedb). Images were rectangular
with an onscreen width and height of 29.51  21.92 cm at a viewing
distance of 80 cm (20.90  15.60 degrees visual angle). The horizontal
(ear to ear) and vertical (hairline to chin) onscreen size of faces contained
in the images ranged from 8.5 to 11.0 cm (6.1–7.9 degrees visual angle)
and from 12.5 to 15.5 cm (8.9–11.1 degrees visual angle), respectively.
Images were presented on a gray background on a liquid crystal display
monitor (LCD; Samsung SyncMaster 2233RZ) with a refresh rate of 120
Hz and a spatial resolution of 1680 1050 pixels.
Procedure. Participants sat on a chair with their head in a chin rest at a
viewing distance of 80 cm. They were asked to “look at the faces in any
manner [they] wish” and started the consecutive presentation of 12 faces
with a button press on a keyboard. The order of faces was randomized for
each participant, and each facewas shown for 2000ms followed by a 2000
ms gray screen. Each participant saw two blocks of 12 faces. Gaze direc-
tion was monitored with an infrared eyetracker (Cambridge Research
Systems) tracking the left eye at 200 Hz.
Analysis. Gaze direction could successfully be tracked for an average of
80.04%of samples (5.93%SEM). From these, we excluded any samples
falling outside the images (0.24  0.15% SEM) or classified as saccades
(based on a velocity criterion of30deg/s or 0.15 deg between successive
samples; 34.22 6.51%SEM). Exclusion of these samples did not change
the pattern of results qualitatively. To plot visual field positions of facial
features for the remaining fixations, we calculated the position of mouth
and eye features relative to respective fixation samples. For this, weman-
ually determined the center position of themouth and either eye for each
face image.
Recognition experiments
Participants. Separate samples of healthy participants from the UCL partici-
pant pool took part in two recognition experiments. All participants in Ex-
periments 1 (n 18; age 19–52 years,mean 27 years, SD9 years; 11 females;
3 left-handed) and 2 (n 36; age 19–37 years,mean 25 years, SD 5 years; 26
females; 2 left-handed) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant, and the experiments
were approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.
Stimuli. Face feature stimuli stem from a set of 54 frontal photographs
of faces with neutral expression, none of which contained easily identi-
fiable eye or mouth features, such as facial hair (Henriksson et al., 2015).
These images were used to form 27 face candidate pairs matched for
gender, skin color, and eye color (dark/light).
Each of the 27 candidate faces yielded a set of three candidate face
features (left eye, right eye and mouth images, respectively). These face
feature images were sampled according to a symmetric grid of squares
that was overlaid on face images, such that two squares were centered on
the left and right eye region and one on themouth region. The respective
tile regions were cut out and served as feature images in the experiment.
Feature images were square and presented at a visual angle of 3.5 and 4
degrees in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.
The stimulus set of Experiment 2 additionally contained 54 whole face
images, which were selected from the SiblingsDB set (Vieira et al., 2013)
(model age restricted to 14–28 years; database available upon request to
andrea.bottino@polito.it). These images were realigned, cropped to a
square with edges just below the lower lip and just above the eyebrows,
and scaled to 11 degrees visual angle.Whole face images werematched as
nonsibling pairs based on gender, skin, and eye color and had a maxi-
mum age difference of 7 years.
The outer edge of each image was overlaid with a gray fringe that
softened the edge between image and background and was0.5 and1
degrees wide for feature and whole face images, respectively. Participants
saw 8-bit grayscaled versions of the images that were displayed on a gray
background and with a dynamic noise mask overlay (see below). Stimuli
were shown on a liquid crystal display monitor (LCD; Samsung Sync-
Master 2233RZ) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz and a spatial resolution of
1680 1050 pixels.
Procedure. Participants sat on a chair with their head in a chin rest at a
viewing distance of 80 cm (Experiment 1) or 44 cm (Experiment 2). Each
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trial beganwith the presentation of a blue fixation dot at themiddle of the
screen and on gray background (0.1 degrees visual angle in diameter).
After 500 ms, the image of a face feature or whole face flashed up for 200
ms, overlaid by a dynamic noisemask that lasted until 450ms after image
onset. Each frame of the noise mask consisted of a random intensity
image of the same size as the face feature images andwith pixel intensities
drawn from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 128 (correspond-
ing to the background gray level; the luminance range of the display was
not linearized). Pixel intensities of overlay frames corresponded to the
numerical average of the noise mask and face feature images.
Immediately after the offset of the noise mask, the fixation dot turned
green and two candidate images appeared on the screen, prompting the
participant to indicate which of them flashed up earlier. Candidate im-
ages were scaled versions (75% and 100% original size in Experiments 1
and 2, respectively) of the target image and the image of the correspond-
ing face feature in the matched candidate (if the target was a whole face,
the matched candidate also was a whole face; see above). Participants
used the arrow keys of a standard keyboard to shift a blue selection
rectangle surrounding either candidate image and confirmed their
choice with the space bar. The selection rectangle then turned either
green or red for 300 ms, indicating that the answer was correct or incor-
rect, respectively. In Experiment 2, face feature images and whole faces
were either flashed upright or inverted and the orientation of candidate
images always corresponded to the preceding target.
In Experiment 1, each participant completed nine blocks of 48 trials
each. A block contained trials corresponding to three sets of candidate
images or six faces. Feature images of each face served as stimuli in a total
of eight trials, corresponding to eight trial types. Trial types were defined
by face feature (left eye, right eye, mouth) and stimulus position. There
were three main stimulus positions that corresponded to the locations of
the left eye, right eye, and mouth segments in the original image, assum-
ing fixation slightly above the nose. Specifically, the mouth position was
centered on the vertical meridian at 4.4 degrees visual angle below fixa-
tion, and the left and right eye positions were centered 2.6 degrees above
fixation and shifted 3.5 degrees to the left or right, respectively. All center
positions had an equal eccentricity of 4.4 degrees (for a schematic illus-
tration, compare Fig. 1C).
The eight trial types corresponded to either eye image appearing at its
“typical” location (two trial types corresponding to an upper visual field
eye condition) or the mouth position (two trial types corresponding to a
lower visual field eye condition) and themouth image appearing at either
eye position (two trial types corresponding to an upper visual field
mouth condition) or the mouth image appearing at the mouth position.
To balance the design, the trials of the latter trial type were repeated in
each block, yielding two (dummy coded) trial types corresponding to a
lower visual field mouth condition. The order of trials was randomized
within each block; and in each trial, the exact stimulus position was
determined as the main location (corresponding to trial type) plus a
random offset to avoid adaptation or fatigue. Spatial scatter on the hor-
izontal and vertical plane were drawn independently from a Gaussian
distribution centered on zero with an SD of 0.35 degrees visual angle and
clipped at 2 SDs.
The design of Experiment 2 was very similar to Experiment 1. Feature
positions were scaled to reflect the slightly larger size of feature images.
Themouth position was centered 5 degrees of visual angle below fixation
on the vertical meridian, and the eye positions were 3 degrees above and
4 degrees to the left or right of fixation. Trials with reversed stimulus
positions did not swap eye and mouth positions, as in Experiment 1, but
emulated those in an inverted face; that is, upper visual fieldmouth trials
presented the mouth at 5 degrees visual angle above fixation on the
vertical meridian and lower visual field eye trials presented an eye at 3
degrees below and 4 degrees to the left or right of fixation (for a schematic
illustration, see Fig. 1C).
Experiment 2 had a total of 18 different trial types. In addition to the
eight trial types of the first experiment (upright features presented at
typical or reversed positions), the second experiment had eight corre-
sponding inverted trial types (inverted features presented at typical or
reversed positions), as well as two trial types showing upright and in-
verted whole faces, respectively. The experiment was divided in four
blocks of 120 trials each, comprising of six trials for each of the 16 trial
types involving feature stimuli and 12 trials each for the upright and
inverted whole faces. This way, the overall number of trials was similar
between Experiments 1 and 2 (432 and 480, respectively), but Experi-
ment 2 had fewer trials per trial type (24 and 48 for feature andwhole face
images, respectively, versus 54 in Experiment 1). We decided to keep the
overall duration of the experiment short to avoid participant fatigue (as
indicated by pilot data). To compensate for potential reductions in ac-
curacy on the single-participant level, we doubled the number of partic-
ipants in Experiment 2 relative to Experiment 1.
To ensure fixation, gaze direction was monitored with an infrared
eyetracker (Cambridge Research Systems) tracking the left eye at 200 Hz
in both recognition experiments. Gaze data were collected for 13 partic-
ipants in Experiment 1 and 33 in Experiment 2 (calibration of the
eyetracker or recording failed for the remaining participants). For these
participants, gaze direction could successfully be tracked for an average
of 87.11% of trials (SEM 5.29%) and 80.44% of trials (SEM 4.83%)
during Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.
Analysis. All statistical analyses of recognition data were performed in
MATLAB (The MathWorks) and PASW 20 (SPSS/IBM). To test for an
interaction between face feature and visual field position, the proportion
of correct answers was averaged for each participant and condition:
location (upper/lower visual field) by stimulus (eye/mouth). The result-
ing values were compared across conditions using a repeated-measures
GLM and post hoc t tests. Additionally, we calculated the reduction in
correct answers for each condition and feature, relative to its upright
version shown at typical locations. This way, we quantified the recogni-
tion cost of showing a feature at its atypical location (Experiments 1 and
2), or its inverted version (Experiment 2), or the combination of inver-
sion and atypical location (Experiment 2). For Experiment 2 we used a
repeated-measures GLM with within-subject factors stimulus (eye/
mouth) and manipulation (location/inversion/combination) to com-
pare the recognition cost of these manipulations. Finally, we contrasted
recognition performance for upright and inverted whole faces to quan-
tify the recognition cost of whole face inversion and compare it with
feature manipulation effects.
An indicator of general fixation compliance was computed as the me-
dian absolute deviation of gaze direction during stimulus presentation
(excluding the poststimulus noise mask). This was done separately for
the vertical and horizontal axes. Additionally, an indicator of gaze bias
toward the stimulus was computed. For this, gaze direction on the verti-
cal axis was compared between trials in which stimuli were presented in
the upper versus lower visual field. A bias index was defined as the me-
dian difference in vertical eye position between these trial types. This bias
indexwas also calculated separately for and compared between trials with
typical versus reversed stimulus locations. Finally, to test whether lack of
fixation compliance predicted the hypothesized effect, a correlation be-
tween individual effect size and propensity for eye movements was com-
puted across participants. For this, effect size was defined as the
individual recognition advantage in typical versus reversed trials and the
propensity for eye movements was defined as the median absolute devi-
ation of gaze direction during stimulus presentation (averaged across the
horizontal and vertical axes).
Neuroimaging experiment
Participants. A separate sample of 21 healthy participants from the UCL
participant pool took part in the fMRI study (age 20–32 years, mean 25
years, SD 4 years; 14 females; 1 left-handed). All participants had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was obtained
from each participant and the study was approved by the UCL Research
Ethics Committee.
Stimuli. Stimuli were identical to the first recognition experiment (see
above). Participants viewed stimuli via a mirror mounted on the head
coil at a viewing distance of73 cm, resulting in an effective stimulus size
of 3.2 3.2 degrees of visual angle.
Each participant completed an additional localizer run consisting of
alternating blocks of images depicting faces and everyday objects. Face
images were frontal color photographs of 10 male and 10 female faces
with neutral expression taken from the PUT face database (Kasin´ski et al.,
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2008) (https://biometrics.cie.put.poznan.pl/). Object images were color
photographs depicting 20 everyday objects (e.g., a boot, a wall clock, or a
flower). Jonas Kubilius and Dr. Lee de-Witt (KU Leuven) kindly pro-
vided these images. All localizer images were quadratic, shown on a gray
background at the center of the screen and at a size of 4 4 degrees visual
angle. The center of the images contained a circular cut out (width: 0.4
degrees visual angle) with a black fixation dot (width: 0.1 degrees visual
angle).
All stimuli were presented with a projector at a resolution of 1280 
1024 pixels and with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Stimulus presentation was
controlled using MATLAB (The MathWorks) and the Psychophysics
Toolbox 3 extension (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007)
(http://psychtoolbox.org).
Procedure. Each participant completed 10 scanning runs of the main
experiment that lasted just under 4 min each. To motivate fixation, par-
ticipants were instructed to ignore the face stimuli flashing in the periph-
ery and to perform a dimming task at fixation throughout. At the
beginning of each run, a black fixation dot (0.1 degrees visual angle in
diameter) was presented at the center of the screen on a gray background.
Every 750ms, the fixation dot changed its color for 500ms from black to
one of 13 colors (three shades of blue, green, yellow, orange, pink, three
shades of purple, gray, white, and red). Participants were asked to press a
button whether and only if the dot color changed to red.
In parallel to the ongoing fixation task, participants were presented
with a face feature stimulus every 4 s. This amounted to 54 stimulus trials
per run, 6 of which were baseline trials during which no stimulus was
presented (apart from the ongoing fixation task). The remaining 48 stim-
ulus trials were very similar to the recognition experiment, except for
participants performing the fixation task instead of a recognition task.
Each run contained stimuli from two face photographs (i.e., two
mouth stimuli and two pairs of eye stimuli) that randomly changed every
two runs. Face feature stimuli (left eye/right eye/left mouth/right mouth
with dummy coding for the latter when shown at the lower visual field
position) and location (upper/lower visual field)were combined to result
in eight trial types identical to the first recognition experiment and the
corresponding four conditions (upper/lower visual field  eye/mouth
stimuli). Each of the eight trial types was repeated three times for stimuli
from either face photograph, resulting in a total of 48 trials (plus six
baseline trials) per run. The order of trials was pseudo-randomized, with
the constraint that identical trials did not immediately follow each other.
At the beginning of each trial the stimulus image was briefly presented
for 200 ms, overlaid by a dynamic noise mask that lasted until 450 ms
after the stimulus image onset, just as in the recognition experiment. The
mouth location was centered below fixation, on the vertical meridian at
an eccentricity of 4 degrees visual angle. The left and right eye positions
were centered 2.4 degrees above fixation and shifted laterally by 3.2 de-
grees, resulting in 4 degrees eccentricity. As in the recognition experi-
ment, the exact stimulus location in each trial varied randomly with a
scatter on the horizontal and vertical axes drawn from a Gaussian distri-
bution (SD: 0.16 degrees visual angle; maximum scatter 2 SD).
Face localizer runs consisted of 20 alternating blocks of face and object
images. Each block lasted just over 16 s (9 volumes at a TR of 1.785 s) and
contained the 20 images of the respective set in randomized order, result-
ing in a run duration of just5.5 min. Images were presented briefly for
400 ms with an interstimulus interval of 400 ms, whereas the black fixa-
tion dot was shown throughout. Participants were instructed to perform
a 1-back task. In each block, a randomly determined image of the se-
quence was replaced by the preceding image of the sequence, resulting in
a 1-back target. Participants were instructed to press a button whenever
an image was identical to the immediately preceding one.
Image acquisition and preprocessing
All functional and structural scans were obtained with a TIM Trio 3T
scanner (Siemens Medical Systems), using a 32-channel head coil. How-
ever, the front part of the head coil was removed for functional scans,
leaving 20 effective channels (this way, restrictions of participants’ field
of view were minimized). Functional images for the main experiment
were acquired with a gradient EPI sequence (2.3 mm isotropic resolu-
tion, matrix size 96  96, 21 transverse slices per volume, acquired in
interleaved order and centered on the occipital and inferior temporal
cortex; slice acquisition time 85 ms, TE 37 ms, TR 1.785 s). We acquired
129 volumes for each run of the main experiment and 185 volumes per
localizer run. After five runs of the main experiment, B0 field maps were
acquired to correct for geometric distortions in the functional images
caused by heterogeneities in the B0 magnetic field (double-echo FLASH
sequence with a short TE of 10 ms and a long TE of 12.46 ms, 3 3 2
mm, 1 mm gap). Finally, two T1-weighted structural images were ac-
quired for each participant. The first structural image was obtained with
the front part of the head coil removed, using an MPRAGE sequence (1
mm isotropic resolution, 176 sagittal slices, matrix size 256  215, TE
2.97 ms, TR 1900 ms). For the second structural image, the full 32-
channel head coil was used with a 3D MDEFT sequence (Deichmann et
al., 2004) (1 mm isotropic resolution, 176 sagittal partitions, matrix size
256 240, TE 2.48 ms, TR 7.92 ms, TI 910 ms).
All image files were converted to NIfTI format and preprocessed using
SPM 8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/). The first five
volumes for each run were discarded to allow for the T1 signal to reach
steady state. The remaining functional images were mean bias corrected,
realigned, unwarped (using voxel displacementmaps generated from the
fieldmaps) (Hutton et al., 2002), coregistered (with the respective ana-
tomicalMDEFT scan for each participant, using theMPRAGE scan as an
intermediate step), and smoothed with a 5 mm Gaussian kernel. Images
were preprocessed for each run independently. The anatomical MDEFT
scan was used to reconstruct the cortical surface with FreeSurfer (http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu).
Data analysis
To define ROIs, a GLMwas specified for the localizer run of each partic-
ipant. The model contained one regressor for blocks of face stimuli and
one regressor for blocks of object stimuli (boxcar regressors convolved
with a canonical hemodynamic response function). Additional regres-
sors of no interest weremodeled for the sixmotion parameters estimated
during realignment. The parameters of the model were estimated and a
contrast images and t-map calculated for the parameter contrast face-
object stimuli for each participant.
The resulting t-maps were thresholded at t 2 and projected onto the
inflated cortical surface for each participant in FreeSurfer. Then contig-
uous patches of activation were identified and delineated at anatomical
locations corresponding to those described byWeiner and Grill-Spector
(2013): mid fusiform face area, posterior fusiform face area, and inferior
IOG.
Because activations in IOG tended to be diffuse and the region could
not clearly be delineated on functional grounds in 12 hemispheres (9 left
and 3 right), the IOG ROI was instead defined anatomically on an indi-
vidual basis. The FreeSurfer parcellation algorithm (Destrieux et al.,
2010) was used to label the inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus on each
hemisphere. The mean size (SEM) of these anatomical parcellations was
109.14 (5.09) and 91.14. (3.89) voxels for left and right hemispheres,
respectively. Fusiform patches of activation could be detected in each of
the 42 hemispheres.However, in 24 hemispheres, therewas a single patch
of fusiform activation that could not be separated into mid fusiform face
area and posterior fusiform face area. Therefore fusiform patches of face-
sensitive cortex were assigned a single fusiform face area (FFA) label for
each hemisphere, resulting in a total of fourROIs per participant (left and
right IOG as well as left and right FFA). All ROI labels were transformed
into volume space and used as binary masks for the analyses described
below.
Separate GLMswere run for each run and each participant. EachGLM
contained regressors for each of the 8 trial types plus one regressor for
baseline trials (boxcar regressors convolved with a canonical hemody-
namic response function). Additional regressors of no interest were
modeled for the six motion parameters estimated during realignment.
TheGLMs for each run and each participant were estimated and contrast
images for each of the 8 trial types (per run) calculated. This resulted in
separate contrast images and t-maps for each trial type, run, and partic-
ipant. These t-maps were masked with the ROIs (see above), and the
resulting patterns were vectorized (i.e., collapsed into a single row of data
with entries corresponding to voxels in the original data space).
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The aim of the decoding analysis was to decode stimulus identity from
activation patterns (i.e., whether an eye ormouth stimulus was presented
in a given trial) and to compare the accuracies of decoders across condi-
tions (i.e., whether decoding accuracy varied for typical and reversed
stimulus locations; for example pairs of stimuli, see Fig. 4D). Stimulus
decoding was performed using custom code and the linear support vec-
tor machine implemented in the Bioinformatics toolbox for MATLAB
(version R2013a, http://www.mathworks.com). Data from each condi-
tion were used for training and testing of separate classifiers to get
condition-specific decoding accuracies. To avoid assigning a single clas-
sification label to stimuli shown at different locations, data within each
condition were further subdivided according to visual hemifield. That is,
data from left eye and left mouth stimuli were decoded separately as well
as data from right eye and right mouth stimuli. For the typical condition,
left and right mouth stimuli were dummy-coded (see above, Fig. 1C). A
control analysis avoiding dummy coding by averaging the  weights of
the respective regressors yielded the same pattern of results as the main
analysis (for decoding as well as for amplitude results).
Classifiers were trained and tested for accuracy in a jack-knife proce-
dure. In each iteration, the (condition and hemifield specific) data from
all runs but one served as training data and the (condition and hemifield
specific) data from the remaining run was used to test the prediction
accuracy of the linear support vector machine. Accuracies were stored
and averaged across iterations at the end of this procedure, and the whole
procedure was applied to each ROI independently, yielding a single clas-
sification accuracy for each condition and ROI. Statistical analysis of the
resulting accuracies was performed in MATLAB and PASW 20. Accura-
cies were compared against chance level by subtracting 0.5 and using
one-sample t tests and against each other using a repeated-measures
GLM with factors condition and hemifield, as well as post hoc t tests.
To obtain a fuller understanding of the dataset and to compare our
data with previous studies (Kova´cs et al., 2008; Schwarzlose et al., 2008;
Nichols et al., 2010), we ran additional analyses that tested the ability to
decode feature identity separately for each location and the ability
to decode stimulus location separately for each feature. That is, we aimed
to decode eye- versusmouth-evoked patterns of activity, once for stimuli
presented in the upper visual field and separately for stimuli presented in
the lower visual field (see Fig. 5D). Similarly, we aimed to decode stim-
ulus location (upper vs lower visual field), once for eye stimuli and sep-
arately for mouth stimuli (Fig. 5B). This analysis followed the same
procedure as outlined for the main analysis above. The only difference
was regarding which of the 8 trial types were paired for decoding and fed
into the decoding routine (see above). To compare the resulting perfor-
mance for “pure” location and “pure” feature decoding with the typical
and reversed conditions from the main analysis, we determined average
accuracies for each of these approaches in each ROI: that is, we collapsed
accuracies across visual hemifields as well as stimuli (position decoding)
or stimulus locations (feature decoding).
To test for differences in general amplitude levels, an additional mass-
univariate analysis was performed. For this, a GLMwas specified for each
participant, including data from all 10 runs and regressors for each trial
type and run as well as motion regressors for each run (see above). Ad-
ditionally, the model contained regressors for the intercept of each run.
To describe and compare general amplitude levels in either condition,
four contrast images were derived for each participant. They corre-
sponded to the contrast of trials from the typical or reversed conditions
versus baseline trials, separately for stimuli shown in the left and right
visual hemifield (dummy-coded as described above for mouths at the
lower visual field position). For all contrast maps, the average values
within each ROI were calculated for each participant. Then these aver-
ages were compared against 0 using one-sample t tests and against each
other using a repeated-measures GLM with factors condition and hemi-
field, as well as post hoc t tests.
Finally, we tested hemisphere condition effects on decoding perfor-
mance in a 2 4 repeated-measures GLM with factors hemisphere and
type of decoding (including pure location and stimulus decoding; see
above and Fig. 5), as well as a 2  2  2 repeated-measures GLM with
factors hemisphere, hemifield, and condition (see Fig. 4A). The same 2
2  2 repeated-measures GLM was performed with amplitude levels as
dependent variable (see Fig. 4B).
To check fixation compliance during the fMRI experiment, we ran an
additional univariate analysis testing retinotopic specificity of activations
in early visual cortex on the single-participant level. For this analysis, we
calculated contrast maps for stimuli shown in the lower versus upper
visual field positions, as well as for stimuli shown in the contralateral
versus ipsilateral upper visual field positions (for each hemisphere).
These contrasts were derived using all stimuli shown at the respective
positions (i.e., across both conditions). This yielded three t-maps per
participant, each showing activations evoked by one of the stimulus po-
sitions in our design.We transformed these t-maps into binary activation
maps and projected them onto the respective FreeSurfer reconstructed
hemispheres (thresholded at t  2 for three hemispheres with weaker
activations and t  3 for the rest). We then inspected the individual
activation profiles in early visual cortex (EVC) (see Fig. 2G).
Hypothesis and predictions
Our main hypothesis was that eye- and mouth-preferring neural popu-
lations systematically differ with regard to their visual field preferences.
Specifically, neural tuning for the eyes was expected to go along with a
preference for the upper visual field and tuning for the mouth with a
preference for the lower visual field (see Fig. 3B). We further hypothe-
sized that these tuning properties are reflected at the level of BOLD
(blood-oxygen-level-dependent) responses. That is, we expected a group
of voxels with a response magnitude E preferring eyes over mouths, as
well as the upper over the lower visual field. A second group of voxels
(with a response magnitude M ) was predicted to prefer mouths over
eyes, as well as the lower over the upper visual field.
This immediately leads to a prediction of enhanced stimulus decoding
for the typical compared with the reversed condition. We expected the
maximum difference between E andM for the typical condition. In this
condition, the stimulus will be preferred along both dimensions (retinal
and face part tuning) by one group of voxels, but along neither dimen-
sion by the other. For example, an eye in the upper visual field will elicit
maximum E, but minimumM. In contrast, a stimulus from the reversed
condition would be expected to drive both responses to some extent. For
example, an eye in the lower visual field would present a face part pre-
ferred by E, but at a retinal location preferred byM.
Predictions about net amplitude levels are less straightforward, because
they involve the sumofEandM (andof all otherpopulations inaROI). Such
predictions crucially depend on assumed integration rules for retinal and
face part tuning. If this integration is additive, the expected amplitudediffer-
encebetweenthe typical andreversedconditionswouldbe0.That is, the sum
of E andMwould be identical in the typical and reversed conditions. Super-
additive integration, on theother hand (e.g.,multiplicative),wouldpredict a
net amplitude increase for the typical over the reversed condition (although
simulations suggest that this amplitude increase would be small relative to
the effect ondecoding). Finally, subadditive integration followingaprinciple
of inverse effectivenesswouldpredict anet amplitudedecrease for the typical
condition.That is, even if a stimuluspreferredonbothdimensions elicits the
maximumresponse foragroupofvoxels (e.g.,E foraneye in theuppervisual
field), thismaximumresponse could be smaller than the sumofE andM for
a stimulus preferred on only one dimension (e.g., an eye in the lower visual
field).
It is not clear which integration rule retinotopic and face part tuning in
BOLD responses of the human IOGmight follow. In macaque, Freiwald
et al. (2009) explicitly tested integration models for multidimensional
tuning of face-sensitive neurons. They found that joint tuning curves
were well predicted by a multiplicative model (r 0.89), but only mar-
ginally worse by an additive model (r 0.88). Integration rules for reti-
notopic and face part tuning specifically have not been tested but appear
to be superadditive (compare Issa and DiCarlo, 2012, their Fig. 9). How-
ever, the integration of these dimensions in BOLD responses of the hu-
man IOG could still be additive or even subadditive (e.g., due to ceiling
effects and as commonly observed for multisensory integration) (Stein
and Stanford, 2008; Werner and Noppeney, 2011).
Together, net amplitude predictions can be zero, positive, or negative,
depending on assumed integration rules. Crucially, the same is not true
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Figure 1. Recognition and gaze results.A, Visual field positions of eyes (blue) andmouth (red) across fixations. Participants freely viewed face images at conversational distance (80 cm) and size
(10 14 cmor7 10 degrees visual angle; seeMaterial andMethods). Inset, Example stimuluswith the tracked eye andmouth features highlighted in blue and red. Blue line highlights the
horizontal meridian. B, Recognition task. On each trial, participants briefly saw an image of an isolated eye or mouth, followed by a dynamic noise mask. Participants fixated on a dot at the center
of the screen (shown in blue), and the images could appear at visual field positions typical for an eye (UVF, Upper visual field) or the mouth (LVF, Lower visual field). The task was to indicate which
of two candidate eye or mouth images was shown. Fixation compliance was ensured using an eye tracker (Fig. 2). C, Stimulus positions. The layout of stimulus position in the typical condition was
common across experiments (top left). Left and right eye, as well as mouth images, were flashed at the respective typical retinal positions (which were iso-eccentric from the fixation point). The
typicalmouth trial is shown twice to indicate that the sumof typicalmouth trialswas the same as that for typical left and right eye trials. Trials from the reversed condition in the first recognition and
fMRI experiments showed left and right eye images at the mouth position and mouth images at the left and right eye positions (top right). Reversed stimulus locations in the second recognition
experimentwere closer to those inan inverted face (bottom left). The second recognitionexperiment also tested theeffect ofwhole face inversion, showingupright and inverted faces (bottomright).
Additionally, the second recognition experiment showed inverted features at the typical and reversed locations shown here (inverted features not shown).D, Recognition performance. Data points
and error bars indicate mean recognition performance  SEM as percentage correct. Performance for eye and mouth recognition is shown in blue (Figure legend continues.)
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for decoding. Ourmain hypothesis predicts a decoding advantage for the
typical over the reversed condition, regardless of assumed integration
rule.
Results
Face features appear at typical visual field positions
We tested and quantified the retinotopic bias for eye and mouth
features from eye tracking data of 14 healthy adults freely viewing
24 face images of approximately natural size and at conversa-
tional distance (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 1A). Across ob-
servers, face stimuli, and fixation events, eyes appeared in the
upper visual field 76 4% of the time (t(13) 6.78, p 1.3
105) andmouths in the lower visual field 94 2% of the time
(t(13)26.50, p 1.1 10
12); the mean height of eyes and
mouths was 0.57  0.10 and 3.31  0.13 degrees visual angle
above and below fixations, respectively (t(13) 5.48, p 1.1
104 and t(13)  26.15, p  1.3  10
12).
Recognition of face features is better at typical visual
field positions
Next, we tested whether perceptual sensitivity for eyes and
mouths was tuned to these typical visual field positions. Eighteen
participants saw briefly presented eye or mouth images (see Ma-
terials and Methods), appearing at typical or reversed upper and
lower visual field locations while fixation was ensured using an
eyetracker. Participants performed a two-alternative forced
choice recognition task, deciding on each trial which of two dif-
ferent eye ormouth images they saw (seeMaterials andMethods;
Fig. 1B). Therewas a significant feature location interaction for
recognition performance (F(1,17) 21.87, p 2.1 10
4). Spe-
cifically, post hoc t tests revealed that participants individuated
eyes significantly better in the upper than lower visual field
(79.42  2.25% vs 73.51  2.23% correct; t(17)  3.34, p 
0.004), whereas the reverse was true for individuating mouth
stimuli (71.86 1.77% vs 76.34 1.62% correct; t(17)3.40,
p  0.003; Fig. 1D, left). There also was a small recognition ad-
vantage for eye over mouth stimuli (76.47  2.1% vs 74.10 
1.56% correct; F(1,17)  4.95, p  0.04), but no main effect of
stimulus position (F(1,17) 0.43, p 0.52). This effect was rep-
licated in a larger sample of 36 participants during a second rec-
ognition experiment, in which the reversed visual field positions
more closely resembled those in inverted faces (seeMaterials and
Methods). There was a significant feature location interaction
for recognition performance (F(1,35)  18.07, p  1.5  10
4),
with a trend for better eye-individuation in the upper visual field
(73.61 1.59% vs 69.44 1.81% correct; t(35) 1.92, p 0.09,
not significant) and the opposite effect for mouth individuation
(66.32  1.45% vs 70.08  1.58% correct; t(35)  3.27, p 
0.009; Fig. 1D, right). There also was a recognition advantage for
eye overmouth stimuli (71.53 1.53%vs 68.20 1.32%correct;
F(1,35) 7.44, p 0.01), but no main effect of stimulus position
(F(1,35) 0.30, p 0.86). Across conditions, recognition perfor-
mance in Experiment 2 was worse than in Experiment 1, possibly
due to the somewhat greater stimulus eccentricity.
In Experiment 2, we also compared the recognition cost of
feature-based manipulations with that of whole face inversion.
Specifically, we investigated the recognition cost of feature inver-
sion, reversed feature locations, and the combination of both.
Recognition performance for upright and inverted whole faces
was 87.67 1.41% and 74.65 1.73%, respectively, resulting in
a recognition cost of 13.02 1.24% forwhole faces (t(35) 10.52,
p  2.21  1012; Fig. 1E). The summed recognition cost of
reversed feature locations (across eye and mouth effects) was
7.93  1.86% (Experiment 1: 10.39  2.22%), that of feature
inversion 11.98  1.78%, and that of combining inversion and
reversed feature locations 11.40 2.08%. Comparing the recog-
nition cost of feature manipulations yielded no statistically sig-
nificant main effect of feature (eye/mouth; F(1,35)  0.05, p 
0.82) or manipulation (reversed location/inversion/combined
inversion and location reversal; F(1,35)  1.36, p  0.26). How-
ever, there was a significant feature  manipulation interaction
(F(1,35) 5.99, p 0.004). Post hoc t tests showed that for mouth
stimuli the recognition cost of the combined manipulation was
higher than for either location reversal (t(35) 2.63, p 0.01) or
feature inversion (t(35) 2.04, p 0.049) on its own. There was
no significant difference between the effects of location reversal
and feature inversion (t(35)  0.77, p  0.45). For eye stimuli,
isolated feature inversion resulted in a larger recognition cost
than the combined manipulation (t(35)  2.51, p  0.01), and
therewas a nonsignificant trend for larger inversion than location
effects (t(35) 1.83, p 0.08). Therewas no significant difference
between the recognition cost of location reversal and the com-
bined manipulation (t(35) 0.59, p 0.56).
Fixation compliance was good in both recognition experi-
ments, with an average median absolute deviation from fixation
of 0.52 (0.06 SEM; Experiment 1) and 0.43 (0.05 SEM; Ex-
periment 2) degrees visual angle on the horizontal axis and 0.77
(0.13 SEM; Experiment 1) and 0.56 (0.08 SEM; Experiment
2) degrees visual angle on the vertical axes (Fig. 2).
Stimulus discrimination in right IOG is better for typical
visual field positions
Wehypothesized that the spatial heterogeneity in perceptual sen-
sitivity is reflected in a corresponding link between feature and
retinotopic tuning in the underlying neural populations. We ex-
pected such neural tuning to occur most likely in the IOG, con-
taining the occipital face area (OFA) (Pitcher et al., 2011). The
OFA is sensitive to face parts (Pitcher et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010;
Nichols et al., 2010; Orlov et al., 2010; Henriksson et al., 2015) as
well as stimulus location (Schwarzlose et al., 2008; Kay et al.,
2015). Furthermore, the OFA is thought to be the homolog of the
macaque posterior lateral face patch (Tsao et al., 2008; Issa and
DiCarlo, 2012), which contains cells that show a preference for
stimuli depicting the contralateral eye, as well as for the contralat-
eral upper visual field quadrant (at least for early response com-
ponents) (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012).
We reasoned that a link between neural spatial and feature
preferences would affect pattern separability at the voxel level. If
feature and location preferences are correlated, response patterns
to different features should be better separable when the features
are presented at typical rather than reversed locations and vice
versa (Fig. 3; see Hypothesis and predictions). In an fMRI exper-
iment, 21 participants passively viewed brief flashes of eye and
mouth stimuli at either typical or reversed visual field locations
4
(Figure legend continued.) and redandshown for theupper (UVF) and lower (LVF) visual field.
Left, Data from Experiment 1. Right, Data from Experiment 2. Overall, recognition performance
in Experiment 2 was worse than Experiment 1 (possibly due to greater stimulus eccentricity),
but the hypothesized interaction effect was replicated. E, Effect sizes. Bars and error bars indi-
cate the mean recognition cost ( SEM) of different feature manipulations (relative to the
upright, typical location version of a given feature): location reversal (Location), feature inver-
sion (Inv.), and the combination of feature inversion and reversal (Combi.). Blue and red bar
segments represent recognition cost for eye and mouth features, respectively. Rightmost bar
represents mean recognition cost ( SEM) for the inversion of whole face images (face inver-
sion effect size).
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Figure 2. Fixation compliance. Top (A–C) and bottom (D–F) rows represent data from recognition Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. Right panels (G–J) represent the results of a gaze control
analysis for the fMRI experiment. A, C, Median absolute deviation (MAD) from fixation during stimulus presentation (in degrees visual angle). Left and right bars represent deviation along the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Generally, fixation compliancewasgood,with averagemedian absolute deviations from fixationof 0.52 (0.06 SEM; Experiment 1) and0.43 (0.05 SEM;
Experiment 2) degrees visual angle on the horizontal axis and 0.77 (0.13 SEM; Experiment 1) and 0.56 (0.08 SEM; Experiment 2) degrees visual angle on the vertical axes. B, E, Median bias of
gaze direction toward stimuli (along the vertical axis and in degrees visual angle). Left and right bars represent bias during presentation of stimuli in typical and reversed locations, respectively.
Deviation from fixation was not significantly biased toward stimuli in either typical (Experiment 1: average bias 0.12 (0.09 SEM) degrees visual angle, t(12) 1.30, p 0.22; Experiment 2: 0.30
(0.29SEM)degrees visual angle, t(32)1.02,p0.32) or reversed trials (Experiment1: 0.14 (0.10SEM)degrees visual angle, t(12)1.39,p0.19; although therewasanonsignificant trend
in Experiment 2: 0.83 (0.47 SEM) degrees visual angle, t(32) 1.76, p 0.09). There was no significant difference in bias between conditions either (Experiment 1: t(12)0.89, p 0.39;
Experiment 2: t(31)1.74, p 0.09). C, F, Scatter plot of individual effect size versus individual deviation from fixation. Effect size is defined as the recognition advantage for stimuli presented
at typical versus reversed locations (inpercentage correct answers). Deviation fromfixation is themedianabsolutedeviation indegrees visual angle (averagedacross thehorizontal andvertical axes).
Each circle represents data from one participant. A line indicates the least-squares fit to the data. Individual differences in the propensity for eyemovements did not predict individual differences in
the size of the hypothesized effect in Experiment 1 (r(11)0.04,p0.91) or 2 (r(31)0.09,p0.62). Error bars indicate themean across participants SEM.G, Retinotopic control analysis
testing fixation compliance during the fMRI experiment.Weprojected binary activationmaps onto the inflated cortical surfaces, eachmap corresponding to one of the three stimulus locations in our
design (compare Materials andMethods). Green, blue, and red activationmaps represent the left, right upper, and the lower visual field position, respectively, as shown. We then investigated the
activationprofile in early visual cortex for eachparticipant (i.e.,medial, posterior occipital, surrounding the calcarine sulcus).H, Activationprofiles in left (top row) and right (bottom row) EVCof each
participant. As expected under fixation compliance, stimuli shown at the lower visual field position evoked bilateral dorsal activations, and stimuli shown at the upper visual filed positions activated
contralateral ventral EVC.
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while solving an incidental fixation task (seeMaterials andMeth-
ods). We trained linear support vector machines to distinguish
patterns of BOLD signals evoked by eye or mouth stimuli in the
IOG and the FFA of each hemisphere, which were determined
independently for each participant. BOLD signal patterns were
separable by stimulus type significantly above chance in all ROIs
(Table 1; Fig. 4A). Crucially, pattern separability in right IOGwas
significantly better for typical compared with reversed stimulus
locations (t(20) 2.20, p 0.04), and therewas a similar trend for
the right FFA (t(20)  1.92, p  0.07). Furthermore, there was a
significant hemifield condition interaction in right FFA (F(1,20)
 7.52, p  0.01), with a strong decoding advantage for typical
compared with reversed stimulus locations in the contralateral
left (t(20) 3.39, p 0.002) but not the ipsilateral right (t(20)
0.01, p 0.99) visual hemifield.
Univariate analyses confirmed that every ROI responded to
the eye or mouth stimuli (with the exception of responses to
ipsilateral stimuli from the typical condition in left IOG; t(20) 
1.68, p  0.11; all other: t  3, p  0.01). Further, there were
significantmain effects of hemifield in left IOG and left FFA, with
higher response for stimuli presented in the contralateral right
visual hemifield in both areas (F(1,20)  13.20, p  0.002 and
F(1,20)  7.27, p  0.01, respectively). Finally, there was a trend
toward higher response amplitudes for the reversed compared
with the typical condition in all ROIs, and this difference was
significant in the right FFA (F(1,20) 4.41, p 0.048; Table 2; Fig.
4B). We further tested potential hemispheric differences using a
2  2  2 repeated-measures GLM with factors hemisphere,
hemifield, and condition (compare Materials and Methods; Fig.
4B). This analysis confirmed a hemisphere  hemifield interac-
tion in IOG (F(1,20) 48.41, p 0.001) and FFA (F(1,20) 43.23,
p 0.001), with hemifield significantlymodulating response am-
plitude in the left but not the right hemisphere. It further showed
a significant main effect of hemisphere for IOG, with higher am-
plitudes in the right hemisphere (F(1,20) 10.52, p 0.004; Fig.
4B), but no other significant main or interaction effects.
To obtain a more complete understanding of the data, we
additionally probed the ability to decode “pure” location (stimuli
in upper vs lower visual field) for constant features (i.e., decoded
separately for eyes and mouths) and vice versa “pure” feature
identity for constant stimulus locations (seeMaterials andMeth-
ods; Fig. 5). Location could be decoded significantly above
Figure 3. Hypotheses and predictions for neuroimaging experiment. A, Null hypothesis. Eye- and mouth-preferring neural units do not differ in their spatial preferences. Population receptive
fields of either feature type cover the entire central visual field (top). Therefore, patterns of voxel activations evoked by eye andmouth stimuli will differ to the same degree, regardless of whether
stimuli are shown at typical (dark gray) or reversed (light gray) visual field locations (middle). Classification performance based on the separability of these patternswill not be affected by condition
(bottom). B, Alternative hypothesis. Population receptive fields of eye-preferring (blue) andmouth-preferring (red) units show a preference for the upper and lower visual field, respectively (top).
Therefore, patterns of voxel activations evoked by eye and mouth stimuli will differ more when stimuli are shown at typical (dark gray) rather than reversed (light gray) locations and both their
differential feature and spatial preferences aremet (middle). Classification performance based on the separability of these patternswill be better in the typical comparedwith the reversed condition
(bottom). For details, see Hypothesis and predictions.
Table 1. Classification performance by condition and hemifield for each ROIa
Typical condition Reversed condition Main effect hemifield Main effect condition
InteractionLeft hemifield Right hemifield Left hemifield Right hemifield Right-left Typical-reversed
Left IOG 58.33% (3.09%) 60.71% (2.83%) 58.10% (2.08%) 63.33% (2.75%) 3.81% (2.93%) 1.19% (2.08%) F(1,20) 0.50, NS
t(20) 2.69, p 0.01 t(20) 3.79, p 0.001 t(20) 3.88, p 0.001 t(20) 4.86, p 0.001 t(20) 1.30, NS t(20)0.57, NS
Right IOG 59.52% (2.41%) 56.67% (1.7%) 55.00% (2.46%) 53.81% (2.01%) 2.02% (2.34%) 3.69% (1.68%) F(1,20) 0.22, NS
t(20) 3.95, p 0.001 t(20) 3.92, p 0.001 t(20) 2.03, NS t(20) 1.90, NS t(20)0.86, NS t(20) 2.20, p 0.04
Left FFA 55.48% (1.65%) 53.81% (2.36%) 53.10% (1.78%) 53.57% (2.44%) 0.6% (2.52%) 1.31% (2.00%) F(1,20) 0.41, NS
t(20) 3.32, p 0.003 t(20) 1.61, NS t(20) 1.74, NS t(20) 1.46, NS t(20)0.24, NS t(20) 0.65, NS
Right FFA 56.19% (1.89%) 52.38% (2.55%) 49.76% (1.40%) 52.38% (2.03%) 0.6% (1.82%) 3.21% (1.67%) F(1,20) 7.52, p 0.01
t(20) 3.28, p 0.004 t(20) 0.93, NS t(20)0.17, NS t(20) 1.17, NS t(20)0.33, NS t(20) 1.92, NS
aCells contain the mean (SEM) across participants for decoding performance of a linear support vector machine classifying stimulus-evoked patterns of BOLD (blood-oxygen-level-dependent) activation in an ROI. t and p values in the first
four columns correspond toone-sample t test of decodingperformanceagainst chance level (50%). The fifth and sixth columnsgive themean (SEM) for adecodingadvantage for stimuli shown in the right versus left visual hemifieldor typical
versus reversed conditions, respectively. t and p values in this column correspond to a paired-sample t test comparing decoding performance between hemifields or conditions. The right-most column gives F values of a repeated-measures
GLM testing for an interaction between hemifield and condition. Compare Figure 4A.
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chance level in left IOG (60.06 1.46% correct; t(20) 6.90, p
0.001), right IOG (55.24  0.99% correct; t(20)  5.27, p 
0.001), and left FFA (53.87  0.99% correct; t(20)  3.91,
p  0.001), but not right FFA (51.90  1.51% correct; t(20) 
1.26, p  0.22, not significant). Feature identity (eye vs mouth)
could not be decoded from any of the ROIs (all: t(20)  0.80, all
p 0.43). In right IOG, where decoding performance was signif-
icantly better for the typical versus reversed condition, decoding
stimuli at typical locations yielded significantly higher accuracy
than pure location decoding (t(20)  2.16, p  0.04), but there
was no significant difference between pure location decoding and
the reversed condition (t(20)  0.52, p  0.61). In right FFA,
where we observed a similar trend toward better decoding for
typical stimulus locations, decoding performance was signifi-
cantly better than chance only for the typical condition (t(20) 
2.29, p 0.03). However, the observed advantage for the typical
condition over pure location decodingwas not significant (t(20)
1.10, p 0.29).
Finally, we tested hemisphere condition effects on decoding
performance. First we tested a 2  4 repeated-measures general
Figure 4. Main neuroimaging results. A, Classification performance by condition and visual hemifield for each ROI. Bar plots and error bars indicate mean classification performance SEM for
separating eye- andmouth-evoked patterns in the typical (dark gray) and reversed (light gray) conditions (for example stimuli, seeD). Decoding performance for stimuli shown in the left and right
visual hemifield is shown side by side for each ROI and condition (labeled L and R, respectively). The hemifieldwas dummy-coded formouth stimuli, whichwere shownon themidline (seeMaterials
andMethods). Dashed red line indicates chance level. ROIs are labeledon the x-axis. Classificationperformancewas significantly better for the typical than reversed condition in right IOG ( p0.04),
and there was a similar trend in right FFA ( p 0.07). Furthermore, there was a significant hemifield condition interaction in right FFA ( p 0.01), with a strong decoding advantage for typical
compared with reversed stimulus locations in the contralateral left ( p 0.002), but not the ipsilateral right ( p 0.99) visual hemifield (compare Table 1). * p 0.05. B, Response amplitude by
condition and ROI. Values on the y-axis indicate response amplitudes elicited by face feature stimuli versus baseline trials in arbitrary units; bars and error bars indicate the mean and SEM across
participants. Bars in dark and light gray represent the typical and reversed conditions, respectively, L and R indicate amplitudes for stimuli shown in the left and right visual hemifield, respectively.
ROIs are labeled on the x-axis. Response amplitudes were significantly greater than 0 in all regions; left IOG and left FFA responded significantly stronger to stimuli in the contralateral right visual
hemifield, and therewas an overall trend for slightly stronger responses to stimuli shownat reversed comparedwith typical conditions (whichwas significant in right FFA, p 0.048; compare Table
2). * p 0.05. C, ROIs. Image represents the inferior view of both hemispheres for an example participant. Blue represents the IOG. Green represents the FFA. Surface reconstructionwas done using
FreeSurfer (compare Materials and Methods). D, Conditions. Top, Example pair of stimuli from the typical condition, showing eye and mouth features at typical locations relative to a fixation dot
(shown in blue). Bottom, Position of the same features in the reversed condition. Classification aimed at separating patterns of BOLD signals evoked by one or the other member of such pairs.
Table 2. Response amplitude by condition and hemifield for each ROIa
Typical condition Reversed condition Main effect hemifield Main effect condition
InteractionLeft hemifield Right hemifield Left hemifield Right hemifield Right-left Reversed-typical
Left IOG 6.93 (4.13) 21.22 (4.55) 14.1 (4.68) 22.01 (4.24) 22.19 (6.11) 7.96 (4.14) F(1,20) 3.29, NS
t(20) 1.68, NS t(20) 4.66, p 0.001 t(20) 3.01, p 0.006 t(20) 5.2, p 0.001 t(20) 3.63, p 0.002 t(20) 1.92, NS
Right IOG 22.07 (3.77) 21.08 (4.47) 26.63 (4.06) 22.57 (3.45) 5.06 (7.22) 6.04 (3.61) F(1,20) 0.55, NS
t(20) 5.86, p 0.001 t(20) 4.72, p 0.001 t(20) 6.56, p 0.001 t(20) 6.54, p 0.001 t(20)0.7, NS t(20) 1.67, NS
Left FFA 12.53 (3.44) 21.88 (3.42) 15.53 (3.4) 22.12 (2.78) 15.93 (5.91) 3.24 (3.39) F(1,20) 0.73, NS
t(20) 3.65, p 0.002 t(20) 6.41, p 0.001 t(20) 4.57, p 0.001 t(20) 7.96, p 0.001 t(20) 2.7, p 0.01 t(20) 0.96, NS
Right FFA 18.63 (3.69) 17.86 (3.79) 22.33 (3.64) 19.76 (3.1) 3.34 (5.28) 5.6 (2.67) F(1,20) 0.36, NS
t(20) 5.05, p 0.001 t(20) 4.71, p 0.001 t(20) 6.14, p 0.001 t(20) 6.38, p 0.001 t(20)0.63, NS t(20) 2.1, p 0.048
aCells contain the mean (SEM) across participants for BOLD (blood-oxygen-level-dependent) amplitudes elicited by eye or mouth stimuli in an ROI (compared with baseline trials; arbitrary units; see Materials and Methods). t and p values
in the left four columns correspond to one-sample t test of response amplitude against 0. The fifth and sixth columns give themean (SEM) for the difference in response amplitudes for stimuli presented in the right-left visual hemifield and
for the reversed-typical conditions, respectively (for details of conditions, seeMaterials andMethods). t and p values in these columns correspond to a paired-sample t test comparing response amplitudes between hemifields or conditions.
The right-most column gives F values of a repeated-measures GLM testing for an interaction between hemifield and condition. Compare Figure 4B.
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linear model across the four types of decoding shown in Figure 5.
For FFA there was no significant main effect of hemisphere
(F(1,20) 1.78, p 0.20) and no interaction effect between hemi-
sphere and condition (F(3,60)  0.47, p  0.70). However, there
was a significant main effect of better overall decoding in left
compared with right IOG (F(1,20)  8.12, p  0.01). There also
was a significant interaction between hemisphere and condition
in IOG (F(3,60)  4.56, p  0.006), pointing to the decoding
advantage for the typical condition over pure location decoding
and the reversed condition in right but not left IOG (Fig. 5).
However, there was no significant hemisphere  condition in-
teraction for decoding accuracy in IOG (F(1,20) 3.88, p 0.06)
or FFA (F(1,20) 3.59, p 0.07) when tested in the context of a
2  2  2 repeated-measures GLM with factors hemisphere,
hemifield, and condition (as for amplitudes, see above and Fig.
4B). This analysis showed a significant main effect of hemisphere
in IOG (with better decoding in the left hemisphere; F(1,20) 
6.62, p 0.02), but no other significant effects.
To check gaze stability in the scanner, we ran a retinotopic con-
trol analysis on the single participant level. This analysis confirmed
the expected, retinotopically specific activations inEVC(Fig. 2G,H).
Stimuli shown at the lower visual field position activated bilateral
dorsal EVC and stimuli shown at the upper visual field positions
activated contralateral ventral EVC. This pattern held for every par-
ticipant, confirming good fixation compliance (Fig. 2H).
Discussion
We observed a canonical retinotopic bias for features of faces
presented at conversational distance. Furthermore, observers
were significantly better at individuating eye images at upper
compared with lower visual field locations, whereas the opposite
was true for mouth images. Similarly, eye- and mouth-evoked
patterns of BOLD signals in right IOG were decodable with
higher accuracy when stimuli were presented at typical, rather
than reversed, visual field locations. We conclude that face per-
ception is tuned to typical retinotopic feature positions and that
the underlying neuralmechanism likely is a correspondingmatch
of spatial and feature preferences in right IOG. Our results are
consistent with and extend previous findings. Early responses in
the posterior lateral face patch of macaque show a preference for
the contralateral eye region of a face (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) as
well as for the contralateral upper visual field quadrant. More-
over, half-faces elicit more distinct patterns of BOLD activity in
right FFA when they are presented in the (typical) contralateral
hemifield (Chan et al., 2010). At a finer scale, patches within the
occipital face area that respond to different face features appear to
be laid out in an arrangement resembling a face (Henriksson et
al., 2015).
The present results extend these findings by showing differen-
tial spatial tuning for the perceptual and neural processing of
eyes and mouth in humans. While previous results showed eye-
preferring neurons inmacaque are tuned to the upper visual field
(Issa and DiCarlo, 2012), they did not address whether this effect
had any perceptual relevance. Further, it was an open question
whether such a match extends to face parts other than the eyes
and to human observers. Our data suggest positive answers to all
of these questions. Previous studies have established the prime
importance of eyes and mouth for face processing (Smith et al.,
2004, 2009) and the importance of their relative spatial position-
ing (Tanaka and Farah, 1993; Liu et al., 2010). Here we show that
face perception also depends on absolute, retinotopic feature
placement, with better performance for feature-specific canoni-
cal locations.
Importantly, the interaction nature of our main hypothesis
controlled for main effects of stimulus or location. It was the
Figure 5. Additional neuroimaging results.A, Classification performance by decoding approach and ROI. Bar plots and error bars indicatemean classification performance SEM for separating
patterns evoked by different trial types. B, Example pairs of decoded stimuli (for more details, see and Methods, Results). Classification performance for typical location-feature pairings, reversed
pairings, “pure” location (constant features) and “pure” feature information (constant location), shown in dark gray, light gray,white, and black, respectively. Dashed red line indicates chance level.
ROIs are labeled on the x-axis.
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combination of features and locations that determined perfor-
mance. The balanced nature of our design further ensured that
stimuli and locations were unpredictable on any given trial. A
disadvantage of our design is thatwe tested only a limited range of
locations. Future studies should sample the visual field more
densely and test potential links with individual gaze behavior
(compare Peterson and Eckstein, 2013). Also, future studies
should test how retinotopic feature locations interact with their
relative positioning (e.g., to a face outline) (Issa and DiCarlo,
2012).
We hypothesized that the perceptual effect we observed is
based on correlated neural preferences for facial features and
locations. This led us to predict that stimulus-evoked patterns of
BOLD activity would be more distinct for facial features pre-
sented at typical, compared with reversed, retinotopic locations.
Indeed, decoding accuracy was significantly better for the typical
condition in right IOG, and therewas a similar trend in right FFA.
This might point to a homology between human IOG and the
posterior lateral face patch in macaque (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012).
However, Issa and DiCarlo (2012) and Freiwald et al. (2009)
suggest a near total dominance of the eye region in macaque face
processing. Our recognition experiments revealed clear retinal
preferences for mouth (as well as eye) perception in humans,
pointing to a potential species difference.
Furthermore, our findings are consistent with models of
object recognition that propose that representations of object
identity, location, and structure depend on an (acquired) combi-
nation of neural tuning properties (Edelman and Intrator, 2000;
Ullman, 2007; Kravitz et al., 2008). Combining feature and loca-
tion preferences in this way seems efficient: predictable retino-
topic feature locations would render a complete samplingmosaic
of face features across the visual field excessive. Future studies
could test whether similar contingencies hold for other stimuli
for which observers have canonical experiences or exhibit (ac-
quired) canonical gaze patterns, such as letters or words.
The fact we found this effect in the right but not the left hemi-
sphere might relate to the well-established right hemisphere
dominance for face processing (Le Grand et al., 2003). However,
overall decoding performance (across all conditions) was better
in left compared with right IOG. Furthermore, the interaction
between hemisphere and condition was only significant when
tested across the four types of decoding shown in Figure 5, but
not when tested for the two main conditions shown in Figure 4.
This might be related to a lack of statistical power but shows that
the trend for a hemispheric difference of this effect has to be
interpreted with caution (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011). The ampli-
tude data suggest a third, potentially related hemispheric differ-
ence: ROIs in the left hemisphere showed a stronger contralateral
bias. A possible explanation for this is that right hemisphere ROIs
might have had better coverage of the ipsilateral hemifield (Fig.
4B; a result that would echo recent data by Kay et al., 2015, their
Figs. 2B and S2A).
The general ability to decode isolated face features differing in
retinotopic location is in line with previous studies that have
shown that fMRI responses in humanFFA and especiallyOFA are
sensitive to stimulus location (Hemond et al., 2007; Kova´cs et al.,
2008; Schwarzlose et al., 2008; Yue et al., 2011; Kay et al., 2015)
and that OFA (Pitcher et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Nichols et al.,
2010; Henriksson et al., 2015) as well as the N170 (Smith et al.,
2004, 2009) seem mainly driven by face parts, not their arrange-
ment.One of our analyses showed that stimulus location could be
decoded for a given feature in most ROIs, whereas feature iden-
tity at a given location could not be decoded significantly above
chance level. Interestingly, the advantage for typical stimulus lo-
cations was due to an improvement over “pure” retinotopic de-
coding. Previous studies show that cells in the posterior lateral
face patch exhibit face feature tuning (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012),
that part based face processing evokes BOLD responses and re-
lease fromBOLD adaptation in FFA (Yovel andKanwisher, 2004;
Lai et al., 2014), and that face components can be distinguished
based on BOLD patterns in face-sensitive cortex (Nichols et al.,
2010). Against this background, our inability to decode face fea-
tures at a given location might be due to the short stimulus du-
rations (200 ms) and to the use of a noise mask. The rationale
behind this was to stay as close as possible to the recognition
experiment, but future studies should probably use stimuli more
amenable to decoding. More generally, decoding algorithms can
only yield indirect evidence regarding encoding hypotheses and
depend on information being represented at a spatial scale that
can be picked up across voxels. Recent results show that this is not
necessarily the case for some types of face encoding (Dubois et al.,
2015). Future studies could use fMRI adaptation (Grill-Spector
and Malach, 2001), encoding models (Dumoulin and Wandell,
2008), or a reverse correlation approach (Lee et al., 2013; de Haas
et al., 2014) to probe the spatial sensitivity profiles of face-
sensitive voxels more directly. They could then directly compare
such profiles evoked by different face features at the single voxel
level.
Our main hypothesis made no predictions regarding average
amplitude levels across an ROI. Depending on integration rule,
average amplitude effects could be zero, positive, or negative (see
Hypotheses and predictions). Amplitude levels for canonical and
reversed feature locations were statistically indistinguishable in
left and right IOG as well as left FFA. However, there was an
overall trend toward higher amplitudes for reversed stimulus lo-
cations that was significant in right FFA. This could be due to, for
example, ceiling effects (following a principle of inverse effective-
ness). Regardless of the cause for this amplitude effect, it is im-
portant to note that it was in the opposite direction of the
decoding effect. Thus, increased amplitude levels cannot trivially
explain the observed modulation of classification performance.
Together, our results show that canonical gaze behavior and
the inherent structure of upright faces result in feature-specific
retinotopic biases and recognition performance is tuned to this.
We further present neuroimaging data in line with a hypothe-
sized correlation between spatial and feature tuning in right IOG.
Our findings have potential implications for mechanistic ac-
counts of the well-established recognition advantage for upright
over inverted faces (Yin, 1969) and the effects of face inversion on
appearance (Thompson, 1980). In an inverted face, eyes and
mouth can never appear at typical locations simultaneously and
eye-tracking studies show that they tend to be reversed (Barton et
al., 2006;Hills et al., 2012). Therefore, face inversion effectsmight
at least partly be due to violations of feature-specific retinotopic
preferences. The summed behavioral effect size of reversed loca-
tions amounts to 60%-80% of that for whole face inversion
(Fig. 1E). Isolated feature inversion has effects of similar magni-
tude. However, the combination of both manipulations seems to
increase the effect for mouth stimuli, but surprisingly not for eye
stimuli. Future studies should further investigate the role of
feature-based effects in face inversion, and particularly that of
retinal feature displacement. Finally, our findings might be rele-
vant for conditions affecting face recognition and gaze behavior
toward faces such as autism spectrum disorders (Klin et al., 2002;
Pelphrey et al., 2002; Weigelt et al., 2012; Jones and Klin, 2013)
and congenital prosopagnosia (Behrmann and Avidan, 2005;
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Schwarzer et al., 2007). Future studies should investigate whether
these differences in gaze behavior are linked to altered spatial
distributions of feature sensitivity.
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